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One truck goes vroom, vroom, vroom.
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With its crew it’s leaving soon.





Two ladders are loaded on.   
They will be used all day long.
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Three air tools make a way 



for work to be done throughout the day.
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Four power saws cut up boards.
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Plug them into extension cords.



Five tool belts for the crew.
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This tan one looks brand new.



Six shingle rippers pull and tear.
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They will leave a roof quite bare.



Seven guns nail shingles straight
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pounding hard at a very fast rate.



Eight lunch boxes in a row.



Carpenters eat; then back to work they go.
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Nine screws hold a door tight.
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To get it straight, it takes some might.



Ten windows are hung just so
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not too high and not too low.



Carpenters work hard, 
yes it’s true, but you have 

worked hard at counting too.

At the end of the day 
when the job is done, 
both construction and 

counting are a lot of fun.







A Carpenter’s First Counting Book 
is a counting book that introduces children to 

the tools used in the carpentry field.

Susan McConville-Harrer was a homeschool mother of three
for seventeen years.  After this, she earned an AAS degree in 

Graphic Communications from WCCC.  She now spends her time 
using this education to create artwork and teaching in other venues.  
 
Visit her website www.SMHIllustration.com for more information and 

to purchase other products she has created.

“This is much more than a counting book. The content can lead into many inquiries 
and discussions. What is this tool? Could I use it? The flow is in order and shows a 

purpose rather than being just a group of items to be counted. 
Both children and adults will enjoy this book.”

-William Hassenfritz, Grandfather and Retired Mechanical Design Draftsman


